
A High Performance Organization is born when employees are allowed to self-organize, and 
are empowered to do so. This keeps employees from withdrawing into a shadow 
organization. Instead, agile network organizations allow decisions to be made quickly and 
validate self-directed projects. 

Solution Package

High
Performance
Organization

Components Description Top Features

Marketplace Top management can introduce strategically relevant initiatives directly 
into the marketplace, and choose the most appropriate employees to 
work on them. 

 Projects 
 Jobs
 Employee Recommender

Lobby The Lobby serves as an individual dashboard, displaying relevant content 
to stay in frequent contact with the employee. This allows for targeted 
guidance of the organization's focus.

 Notification Center
 Dashboard
 Quickstart

Profile Based on the information each employee uploads to their profile, 
employees are directly offered initiatives that match their skillset.

 Skills
 Aspirations
 Personal Brand

Onboarding Long training periods hamper excellent performances given today's rapid 
role changes and seamless transitions from project to project. High-
quality onboarding, done in real time, is a crucial factor for success – and 
not just for new external hires.

 Preboarding
 Onboarding
 Reboarding

Contributions The contributions component allows each employee the opportunity for 
directly connecting their personal targets and contributions to strategic 
initiatives, so that they can actively support these initiatives without 
needing formal processes. 

 Individual Contributions
 Team Contributions
 Contribution Navigator

Development Relevant strategic initiatives that align with the employee’s own personal 
development goals are suggested to the employee as paths for 
development.

 Development Goals
 Development Talks
 Development Tracker

Feedback Through regular feedback from all levels of the organization, each 
employee is self-motivated to quickly optimize their own performance.  
No more rigid management structures.

 360 Feedback
 Instant Feedback
 Dynamic Feedback

Mentoring Since flat hierarchies remove the need for line managers to take on full 
leadership roles, it is important to initiate valuable peer-to-peer dialog, 
such as mentoring, and support its sustainability. 

 Mentor Recommendations
 Engagement Workflow
 Mentor Rating

Learning

Teams From target contributions to development plans and feedback – a 
personalized, employee-centered approach forms the core, but individual  
performance is best assessed through a holistic view of the relevant team.

 Team Administration
 Visualized Org Structure

Conference

Relationship In order to assign the right employee to a strategic initiative as quickly as 
possible, waiting for a time of acute need to develop a focused 
relationship with the appropriate employee is not enough. Instead, the 
best approach is to actively create and manage a pool of candidates. So 
that action can be taken quickly when the need arises.

 Smart Sourcing
 Candidate Communication 

Attraction Company strategies often require skills and experience that are scarce 
inside the organization. Recruiting measures can be fully aligned with 
strategic requirements.

 Career Site
 Social Recruiting
 Rich Job Posting CMS

Tracking Searching for strategically relevant talent in the job market means facing 
tough competition. To win the race, employers must track candidates who 
are relevant to their goals and start a sustainable conversation with them 
as quickly as possible.

 Hiring Manager Cockpit
 Recruiter Cockpit

Planning


